Support local independent radio.

Build your brand or promote your event.

Underwrite with WQRT.

Your support makes it happen. We’ll make it easy and fun.

The rates are reasonable, and the impact is exponential. Your underwriting dollars create awareness and opportunity, which invites curiosity, which empowers more people to become involved. This builds skills, relationships, pride, and listenership. All of those participants and listeners will hear and see your name associated with this goodness.
### Level 4: VIP

$1,000/month

- 15 drivetime spots
- 10 daytime spots
- 5 Saturday or Sunday spots
- Logo on wqrt.org as a partner
- Your events on wqrt.org calendar
- Your events published in *monthly WQRT newsletter*
- Monthly social media post

### Level 3: Headliner

$500/month

- 10 drivetime spots
- 8 daytime spots
- 5 Saturday or Sunday spots
- Logo on WQRT.org as a partner
- Monthly social media post

### Level 2: Opener

$250/month

- 5 drivetime spots
- 4 daytime spots
- 3 Saturday or Sunday spots
- Logo on WQRT.org as a partner

### Level 1: Soundcheck

$100/month

- 2 drivetime spots
- 2 daytime spots
- 1 Saturday or Sunday spot

### ONE TIME PROMO

$250

- 3 drivetime spots
- 3 daytime spots
- 3 Saturday or Sunday spots

### WQRT programming includes:

- **artist talks** // **volunteer-curated shows** // **community conversations**

Visit wqrt.org to see which programs align with your brand & mission!